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Symbols:
- Play/Recreation
- Nature/"Earth"
- Youth
- Diversity

"Air" LAX
"Water" LA Harbor
"Earth" Beaches
"Fire" Hollywood

Olvera Street "Origin"

Sea shells embedded in concrete

Wave Machine

(Streams rotate like movie projector lights)

Dreams/"Fire"

Glitz
Stars
1st Amendment Rich

Mock Up of Vincent Thomas Bridge that visitors can walk across

"Water" Transportation Commerce

"Steam Organ" plays "Minuet" and toots on the hour

"Air" Aerospace Engineering Transportation Progress
SAMPLE LAYOUT FOR "EARTH" MAZE
(ONE OF FOUR MAZES)

A. Low Maintenance Version (as shown)
B. California Version has Desert
Vegetation near entrance and
A Man-Made Craggy Mtn.
at 3 (with a path around)

Bushes/Trash Cans
At Corners

Concrete, 10' wide path.

Grass, 3' wide

3. Display of Earthquakes,
Pangers and Effects
On Building Codes

Trees at vertices

2. Exhibit of Smog/Pollution
Problems and How
They are dealt with now

1. Display of
Drought conditions
and how water
shortages are
Avoided for L.A.
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